
IMPORTANCE OF ARTICLE 92

The militaryâ€™s form of law is known as the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ). The UCMJ allows for personal
jurisdiction over all members of the uniformed services of the United States: the Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, Marine
Corps, Navy, National Oceanic and Atmospheric.

I t refers to the doing of an act knowingly and purposely, specifically intending the natural and probable
consequences of the act. Continue Reading. Circumstantial evidence can be used to show that the accused had
knowledge of his duty and, in cases of willful dereliction, circumstantial evidence can be used to show the
accused intended to avoid duty. Starting from our parents, teachers, managers, police officers. Contact Us
Today. That he failed to do so. And finally, no nicotine while on post. Dereliction in the performance of duties
That the accused had certain duties; That the accused knew or reasonably should have known of the duties;
and That the accused was willfully through neglect or culpable inefficiency derelict in the performance of
those duties [3]. I know better now to listen and do things to help myself. Being a member of the military is a
very important job. A case may be made that you were not properly trained or prepared to follow through with
a specific order or regulation, as ineptitude is defined as an unpunishable offense under Article  That particular
provision does not require that the accused have specific knowledge of the order or regulation [4]. If the
servicemember has any reasonable way to prevent the disobeyal of that order, and failed to, they are guilty. It
was hard to come by good tobacco in GTMO. This is done all the way through the rank structure regardless of
service or grade. Orders are presumed to be lawful. Actual knowledge of duties may be proved by
circumstantial evidence. Greater orders mean bigger consequences. Writing paper was not allowed. Failure to
obey the lawful order of one not a superior is an offense under Article 92 2 , provided the accused had a duty
to obey the order, such as one issued by a sentinel or a member of the armed forces police. And thank god.
Knowledge of a general order or regulation need not be alleged or proved, as knowledge is ot an element of
this offense and a lack of knowledge does not constitute a defense. Has the order or regulation been properly
promulgated throughout the ranks? Your military counsel works for the same military that charged you.
Article 92, a sub section of the UCMJ, is intended to establish set precedents of punishment and examples of
the crime of failing to obey an order or regulation. In dereliction of duty cases, the threshold question is
whether the accused had a particular duty. The three main reasons why it is important for a soldier to follow
the orders they are given is to be combat effective, disciplined, and to just be a good soldier. In that regard, the
person giving the order need not necessarily be superior in rank. The best lawyer that I know. To learn more
about this punitive article refer to the Manual for Courts Martial. A defense of ineptitude will be largely
fact-specific. It is considered a dereliction of duty when unable or unwilling to perform the job assigned to
military personnel. Email This isn't a valid email address. There are other cases were a service member will
fully violates a lawful order such as violating General Order Number 1, while serving down range on
deployment. Do all service men and women under that command know of the order? And there are soldiers
and service members who if not given a clear set of rules and punishment s would not be productive members
of the military. So, in order to insure full justice, as far as the author is able to provide it, UCMJ Article 92 is
defined as the following: Any person serving in the Armed Forces of America, is guilty of violating this article
if they, through any means that can be prevented, disobey any order given by a superior, as long as that order
is not itself illegal. They punish those who do not do the right thing, undercutting and stamping out such
behaviors. Example: 2. I received two months half pay, 45 days of restriction, and 45 days of extra punitive
duty. The Marlboro Lights were dry and as tasteless as dirty dishwater. Marines might doodle. This essay will
have several sections to explain different areas where following orders effects. Any article should not be taken
lightly and is always a serious matter. During guard mount, SAPI plates were removed from our flak jackets,
contents of our individual first aid kits emptied and displayed, our assault packs unpacked, and even the
individual rounds of our magazines stripped and placed into a bullet board.


